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2000: Working group establishing GMO risk assessment 

guidance

Comparison between the 28-day, the 90-day 

and the 6-month toxicity studies

Proposal of the 90-day rodent feeding study in an 

“optimization” approach compared to a “maximization” 

approach

Relevance of long term toxicological studies

AFSSA working group on 2000
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2002: AFSSA opinion on GMO risk assessment

Critical points of the assessment: 

- information related to the final product

- limit of the toxicological test 

- retained protocol for the assessment of the 

final product : 90-day rodent feeding studies 

AFSSA working group on 2002
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End of 2007: AFSSA task about the relevance of 
toxicity studies used for GMO assessment 

1. Give scientific arguments to explain the need 
for a 90-day rodent feeding study 

and why this study is not mandatory in case of stacked 
GMO 

2. Give Scientific arguments to explain if a 
chronic toxicity study of 2 years is or not a 
pertinent study for GMO assessment. 

AFSSA Opinion 2008-SA-0396
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Conclusion of this task
Opinion adopted on 29th February 2008

The 90-day rodent feeding study should be 
requested as a sentinel sudy in the case of new 
genetic modification event

But is not mandatory in case of :

stacked GMO (Depending on some conditions)

and renewal authorization

AFSSA Opinion 2008-SA-0396
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•September 2008: AFSSA was mandated 
to comment the updated guidance 2008

Main comments are on toxicological 
assessment

-Toxicological testing of newly expressed 
proteins

-Toxicological testing of the whole GM 
food/feed

The updated guidance document
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EFSSA/AFSSA approaches

The updated guidance document

Composition

Analysis

Toxicological

Assessment

Nutritional

Assessment

EFSSA

AFSSA

Stacking event

Substantial equivalence 

Concept

If not well established

On target animalWith the expressed proteins

Acute (single dose)

Sub-chronic (28)

90-day rodent feed study

Substantial equivalence 

concept

On target animal

Give complementary 

information

With the expressed proteins

Acute (single dose)

90-day rodent feed study

Substantial equivalence 

concept

With the expressed proteins

Acute (single dose)

90-day rodent feed study

Not needed if present with parental lines assessment
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28-day oral study in rodents

AFSSA Comments on toxicological assessment of the expressed protein

a 28-day study is not a key issue for the following reasons:

1) The tools proposed in the current guidance allow to correctly identify almost
of the potential hazards of expressed proteins

2) What is the rational of this duration?

3) The question of the equivalence with the expressed protein in the GMP is a
safety issue

the protein produced from E. coli may be different of that found in the GMP

Consequently, the extrapolation of results obtain with protein produced by 
microorganism to protein expressed in GMO is discussed 

4) All the potential interactions/breakdown of the newly expressed protein within
the whole food and the effects of processes will not be considered

5) newly expressed proteins are not consumed as such !

Far from the protein expressed in the vegetable matrix
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90-day feeding study in rodents 

AFSSA Comments on toxicological assessment of the whole food/feed

The substantial equivalence SE concept is necessary but not sufficient
concluding to the safety of whole GM food :

-SE is assessed on the basis of a structural of the composition of known
substances present in the whole GM plants :

it does not consider potential modifications such as :

metabolic modifications such glyphosate metabolite in the context of
the herbicide’s resistance

other unknown substance produced as a unintended consequences of
the transgenic insertion *

-the products (as such or extracts or processed) that will be consumed should
be considered as a priority in the risk assessment process and submitted if
necessary to toxicological testing.

(like it is done for technological auxiliary)

* RNA silencing pathway like RNA regulation by microRNA
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90 days feeding study in rodents 

This study is the only one which could estimate the potential 
toxicity due to the possible occurrence of unintended effects 

unintended effects of GMO should be considered as one of the most 
difficult aspects among all the items in edible safety assessment

What could be unintended effects ?

in fact GMO is a "black box" where it is not possible to imagine 
all the possible changes such as:

modification of the protein in the plant 

metabolite production due to the presence of the “transgenic 
enzyme” 

gene regulation disturbance*

* in arabidopsis 50% of genes are regulated by miRNA system

Molecular characterisation is not always complete (in most cases inserted site is not well defined)

Probability for a transgene to interact with other genes regulation is not null
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90-day feeding study in rodents 

The efficiency and pertinence of this study have been

proved and discussed in many WG and publication

We agree with the position of Knudsen et al.*:

“Experiences from the testing of chemicals have demonstrated that well-
designed 90-days rodent feeding studies with measurement of biomarkers for 
growth and behaviour as well as measurement of biochemical and macro- and -
microscopic biomarkers are of sufficient duration to give rise to biological alerts
for most chemicals that would also give toxicological effects in chronic exposure 
studies (Munro et al., 1999), or lead to immunotoxicity, neurotoxicity and 
reprotoxicity (Kroes et al., 2000, 2004).”

“subchronic toxicity study in the rat is suggested as the first choice for a sentinel
study to assess the safety or to determine the need for further studies of the
novel plant food (Knudsen and Poulsen, 2007).”.

*Risk assessment and risk management of novel plant foods: concept and
principles, Food and chemical toxicology, 2008, 46:1681-1705
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90-day feeding study in rodents 

•also agreement with Kuiper in 1995

•“The question whether genetic manipulation may result in secondary changes
in the metabolism of the transformed plant which could be of toxicological
significance, has been tackled by two approaches. First, chemical analysis....,
second a 90 days feeding trial with rat has been carried out in order to establish
the food safety of the modified product”.
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90 day feeding study in rodents 

•And also of Kuiper in 1999

•“Particular attention must be given to the detection and characterisation of
unintended effects of genetic modification . Inferences about such effects can
no longer bebased solely on chemical analysis of single macronutrients and
micronutrients and known crop specific antinutrients or toxins. New methods
have been developed to screen for potential alterations in the metabolism of the
modified organism by analysis of gene expression (monitored by microarray
technology, mRNA fingerprinting) , by overall protein analysis (proteomics), and
by secondary metabolite profiling. Depending on the outcome of these studies,
further toxicological and nutritional studies may be needed.”.

* Kuiper HA, Noteborn HP, Peijnenburg AA.

Adequacy of methods for testing the safety of genetically modified foods.

Lancet. 1999 Oct 16;354(9187):1315-6.
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90-day feeding study in rodents 

•agreement with the major points of this sentence (EFSA 2008)*

•“A subchronic 90-day rodent feeding study on whole plant
derived food and feed is considered to have sufficient specificity,
sensitivity and predictivity to act as a sentinel study in order to
detect in a comparative manner toxicologically relevant
differences as well as nutritional deficiencies/improvements that
may be due to the expression of new substances, alterations in
levels of natural compounds or unintended effects”.

*Safety and nutritional assessment of genetically modified plants and derived
food and feed: the role of animal feeding trial

Food and Chemical Toxicology, 46, Supplement1, March 2008

Report of the EFSA GMO panel working group on animal feeding trials
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CONCLUSION (1)

AFSSA proposal:

1- no need to request additional toxicological testing in order to assess
the safety of newly expressed proteins.

2- safety assessment of GMP should focus on the whole GM food,
including the newly expressed proteins, since it is the product that will
be consumed by human.

3- 90-day rodent toxicity study is the only assay which could access to
adverse unintended effect

Unintended effects of GMO may be concealed, progressive, diverse
and uncertain, therefore they may affect the edible safety of GMO.
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CONCLUSION (2)

AFSSA proposal for toxicological studies on rodent :

•The repeat-dose toxicity study from whole plant
allow to improve the accuracy and the authority of
safety assessment reports and enhance public
confidence in the safety of GMO.

•Testing of the whole GMO food/feed is crucial to
obtain the necessary information about any
adverse unintended effect.

•The AFSSA proposal is a scientifically-sound
compromise between the EFSA draft guidance and
the Knudsen approach.


